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Dear Friends,
Welcome to the Spring Edition of Hearing Eye. I hope
that there will be something of interest to all our readers,
so, pour yourself a cuppa, find a comfy chair and enjoy!
I trust that, despite the national circumstances, you were able to celebrate
Easter and rejoice in the glorious Resurrection of our Lord and Saviour,
Jesus Christ. I’m guessing that, like me, many of you ‘went’ to church
online, whilst others may have been able to go physically to a church
service. Whichever you did, I pray that you were filled with joy and HOPE.
HOPE was the theme for Open Ears’ first online mini conference, held in
March. You can read more about it in this issue. We are planning other
such events in the future and would welcome any suggestions you might
have as to what you would like us to provide. We can’t promise that we
will be able to deliver your wish list, but we do promise to take note of all
requests!
As our daughter and son-in-law are ‘key workers’, we were able to be a
‘childcare bubble’ for three of our grandchildren, so had the absolute
delight of sharing Easter with them. We carefully counted out and hid
small Easter eggs for them to find – 12 pink, 12 blue, 12 green and 15
gold, so they each had all of one colour and five gold ones. They eagerly
searched for their eggs with great success, apart from Abigail, who could
only find 11 pink eggs! We all hunted high and low, but the missing egg
was nowhere to be found. (Note to self, be sure to remember where you
hide the eggs!) Thankfully, there was a spare gold egg, so all was well.
We wondered if ‘the naughty squirrel’ had found the pink egg (and hoped,
if so, that it had not eaten it, foil paper and all!!) Or, perhaps, the little rat

that we had espied earlier in the week running across the grass (actually,
we adults kept the knowledge of the rat to ourselves!) We also wonder
whether we might unexpectedly come across the missing egg at some
future time when we are doing some gardening!
Wherever that egg is, we do not know and it set me thinking about how
precious it is for us to know that we can never be lost by our Heavenly
Father. He always knows where he has placed us! One of the songs
which Marilyn Baker sang at our conference said, ‘I’m hidden in the hollow
of His hand, that’s where I am, that’s where I am.” What an amazing truth,
to be hidden in the hollow of the hand of the Creator.
Sometimes we may feel that we are lost, unfound, like that Easter egg, but
the Bible assures us time and time again that that is not so, right from
conception, our Father God has watched over us with loving care.
“My frame was not hidden from you when I was made in the secret place,
when I was woven together in the depths of the earth, your eyes saw my
unformed body.” Psalm 139:15.
“’Can anyone hide in secret places so that I cannot see him?’ declares the
Lord, ‘Do not I fill heaven and earth?’” Jeremiah 23:24
The Lord does not say to us, as we said to Abbie, ‘Don’t worry, I will
substitute you if you get lost’. No! He watches over our going out and our
coming in, every moment His eye is focussed on us. Jesus has assured
us that we are kept safe, he will not lose us, or forget us. With Him as our
Saviour, we can rest assured that our lives are “now hidden with Christ in
God.” Colossians 3:3. He has declared, “I gave them eternal life and they
shall never perish; no one can snatch them out of my hand.” John 10:28.
Perhaps a good prayer for us, at those times when we feel lost or
forgotten, would be Psalm 17:6-9,15
“I call on you, O God, for you will answer me; give ear to me and hear my
prayer. Show the wonder of your great love, you who save by your right
hand those who take refuge in you…Keep me as the apple of your eye;
hide me in the shadow of your wings….And I – in righteousness I shall see
your face; when I awake I shall be satisfied with seeing your likeness.”
God bless you,
Anthea.
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Have you struggled with getting to grips
with modern technology?
Here’s a light-hearted look
at some of the changes we have all encountered!

They’ve given me this iPad now I’m ninety-one
Saying, “Come along now Granddad, it will give you lots of fun”.
I’m finding out what it can do by trying this and that
And a friend I have has helped me when she’s popped into my flat.
I’ve found that chappie Google. He tells me lots of things
And all I buy on Amazon to my front door he brings.
I now can send out emails instead of letters in the post.
They reach my friends so quickly at very little cost.
I order all my food on line for free delivery.
To have this brought right to my door is such a help to me.
My iPad gives me games to play and many books to read.
With all this happening, for me time flies by at top speed
My iPad is a camera but I’ve yet to try this out.
I’ll take it outside later when nobody’s about.
My latest joy is joining Zoom. It’s like a meeting on my screen
And it’s a lovely way of finding out how everybody’s been.
And we chat away as it once had been
Before COVID lockdown came on the scene.
So you can tell how my iPad plays
A significant part in my life these days.
“Yes, Granddad, you’re having lots of fun.
A new pattern for life now you’re ninety-one”.
Many thanks to Jim Horsnell for his poem.
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OPEN EARS HOPE ONLINE
CONFERENCE 2020
A report from Cynthia Leeman
On 12 March 2021, Open Ears held
its first ever online Conference on
Zoom, hosted by Tracy. More than
thirty people were present. All went
very well.
The theme of the Conference was
meditating on the HOPE we have in
CHRIST.
Marylin introduced the role of Open
Ears; a small Christian Charity,
supporting hard of hearing and
deafened/BSL members and those
who are interested in deafness.
Julia then introduced the concept of
HOPE, asking, “What does it mean?”
The word HOPE is mentioned 120
times in the Bible alongside Faith and
Love. Hope is like wishful thinking.
Our hope is in GOD, is the Biblical
view.
Mary then showed us the sign for
Christian hope, and we all joined in
the hymn “All my Hope in God is
founded, all my trust He shall renew.
He, my guide thru’ changing order,
only good and only true. God
unknown, He alone, calls my heart to
be His own”.

Hope Verses
‘Why are you
downcast O my soul?
Why so disturbed
within me?
Put your hope in God
For I will yet praise
Him
My Saviour and my
God
Psalm 42:11 & Psalm
43:5
But those who hope in
the Lord will renew
their strength. They
will soar on wings like
eagles. They will run
and not grow weary.
They will walk and not
be faint.
Isaiah 40:31
May the God of hope
fill you will all joy and
peace as you trust in
Him so that you may
overflow with hope by
the power of the Holy
Spirit.
Romans 15:13
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Tracy read a poem she had
written, “a snowdrop pushing
through the barren earth”
alongside a lovely image of
snowdrops. Christine then
read precious words of Hope
that give us strength.

Hope!
A snowdrop pushing through the
barren earth,
pure, delicate, strong.
Life reborn after a long winter,
the darkest night, turning to day.
Hope!
A knock on the door;
the care of a stranger.
Captioned church;
chat written down;
Hope!
The hug of comfort;
The prayer of compassion.
The listening ear;
the kindly words.
Hope!
Dazzling green leaves and
dancing daffodils
The silver notes of birds in love;
Carpets of bluebells.
A baby’s 1st smile.
Hope!
The cross embraced ;
the willingness of love
The tomb ripped open;
my name lovingly spoken.
Hope!
Hope beneath me;
Hope before me
Hope above me;
Hope within me;
Jesus, my Living Hope
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Emily’s message taught us to learn to hold onto our Christian hope.
(A full transcript is available on the blog page of our website.) She
shared Romans 5:2-5; “Hope does not disappoint us, because
God’s love has been poured into our hearts through the Holy Spirit
which has been given to us.”
H = “Hidden” You may feel ‘hidden’ in your situations, but God
sees us where we are. Col.3:3 it says “For you have died, and your
life is hid with Christ.
O = “Open” Being open hearted is being generous with others, but
are our hearts open to God? Open your heart to God, as living in
God’s hope, there is no limits. Be open to God, however bad you
think you are! Psalm 63:5 “For God alone my soul waits in silence,
for my hope is from Him. Verse 8 says “Trust in Him at all times, O
people; pour out your heart before Him; God is a refuge for us.”
P = “Praise” Praise God and look out for hope, even when we
can’t do what we want to do, through circumstances happening
around us. Habakkuk 3:17 says “Though the fig tree does not
blossom” and verse 18 says “yet I will rejoice in the God of my
salvation.” As the rainbow gives us hope when things are not
good, a sign of God’s promise and covenant and appearance, to all
men on earth, as mentioned in Genesis 9 v.12, Eze 1 v.28.
E = “Enabled” In John 16 v33 “I have said this to you, that in Me
you may have peace. In the world you will have tribulation; but be of
good cheer, I have overcome the world.” Emily shared some of her
own trials in life and encouraged us to take heart and look to Jesus,
for He has overcome the world. HOPE has a name and his name is
JESUS, Hope does not disappoint us.
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We then had a video with beautiful images and the song “My hope
is built on nothing less than Jesus’ blood and righteousness, no
merit of my own I claim, but wholly trust in Jesus’ name. Jesus
Christ alone. Cornerstone, weak made strong” before Anthea
shared a meditation on HOPE.
Anthea invited us to be quiet and reflect on what faith is, the
substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen, it is
confidence in what we hope for. Hebrews 11:1. “Now faith is the
assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen.”
She then shared a few pictures, one of steps leading to a bench in
open space, another of a beautiful, colourful, small flower, close to
the ground and another of seeds, on a branch.

We were to imagine being invited by
Jesus, to climb the steps and sit on
the bench with Him, and speak to Him.
Tell Him all our hopes and dreams,
about our hurts and disappointments, our worries and cares. To feel
the warmth of His presence and know we are safe with Him. He
gives us His hope, protection, and rest.
We now walk further along to see a
small, beautiful flower, almost hidden,
but full of hope. We may feel small,
hidden, unnoticed, but like this flower
that opens in the Spring, we can open
our hearts to Jesus and declare our
hope in Him. Jesus Christ is our HOPE.
As we looked at the picture of seeds, we were invited to ponder on
what seed of hope God is planting in our hearts. We must open our
heart and receive that seed of
HOPE.
As we look back on our life, can we
see evidence of the hope God has
given us? What hope do we see in
our lives as we go forward?
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Our hope in the living God is perfect, unchangeable, as it's rooted in
the death and resurrection of Jesus. In His great mercy, God has
given us new birth in living Hope. CHRIST JESUS is our HOPE.
Marylin and Mary led a time of prayer, and Tracy shared her
experience of corona virus and her testimony of how she was
helped in lockdown. Marilyn then ended the conference by singing
the Blessing Song.
We give thanks to the Committee who took part, and those who
helped behind the scenes; Kevin with the technology and Roy doing
slides, sound and camera. A big thanks to Susanne, producing her
excellent typing of captions, enabling the deaf to ‘hear’ more ably!
We give thanks to all the Committee members who shared in
praying, sharing thoughts of our Christian hope in Christ, and
meditation with pictures to encourage us to open our hearts to
Jesus, who gives us hope when we open our hearts to Him. We
give thanks to all that was shared from God’s Word.
I am sure all present at this conference were blessed by the
contributions given.
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Just a short note to say how much we appreciated and enjoyed
the Open Ears Zoom Conference. It was lovely to see the folks
we know as well as some ‘new faces’. The message was an
encouragement and a blessing during these challenging times. It
was quite obvious that a great deal of planning and work went
into the conference, so please pass our sincere thanks and
blessings to all the dear folk who were involved.
Once again, our sincere thanks.
Much love in Christ, J and K

I just want to say what
a wonderful time it was
on zoom. Please thank
everyone who
contributed. I feel really
blessed by all I have
seen and heard. I am
not very good at getting
to grips with doing
zoom so do rely on my
grandson’s help. Think
it is age really but felt
The Holy Spirit there in
the meeting. God bless
you all richly. Love, I

It was better than I had
hoped. My brother has
told me how to add my
name next time I go on
Zoom. My only
comment was that I
could not see many of
the hand signs but I
could lip read everyone
except one person
whose face was in the
dark. It was excellent
for a first event! H
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The way so many different thoughts on Hope came together
was a blessing to everyone who was able to share in that
first Zoom Conference. You have asked for comments from
those who joined in fellowship together that afternoon and I
expect that as a first time this new way of communication
this was very successful and hopefully the Committee will
be encouraged to arrange a further similar Conference.
Using Zoom has been a big learning curve for all of us. I
was sorry that I was not able to speak to anyone and that
no-one spoke to me. So many seemed to know other
people that I did feel a little on my own. Perhaps next time
everyone can be given the opportunity to introduce
themselves and say where they are speaking from.
Perhaps there are other members who live near me here in
Wokingham. Open Ears is such a unique and wonderful
Ministry and thank you for all you continue to do to maintain
its Ministry and pursue fresh avenues like Zoom. Bless you
and thank you. Yours sincerely, J

Our next online conference will be held on
Friday 28 May at 2pm – 3.30pm.
We do hope that you will join us.
Please contact the Administrator for further
details and to register your interest.
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Book Review by Mary Bucknall
“A Beautiful Tapestry”
‘Two ordinary women, one amazing God, many lives transformed’
by Tracy Williamson with Marilyn Baker
“A Beautiful Tapestry,” newly published in 2020
by Authentic, is a very readable autobiography
written by Tracy Williamson, with Marilyn Baker
of MBM (Marilyn Baker Ministries).
Marilyn is a blind Christian singer/songwriter
with many well-known Gospel songs to her
credit, and Tracy is an established deaf
Christian speaker and author in her own right.
As well as working full-time for MBM, Tracy is
also a Trustee of Open Ears, but she has
written this deeply personal account from the
MBM standpoint.
Tracy and Marilyn’s stated aim is to inspire and
encourage people that, whatever their
weaknesses or disabilities, God can use them in amazing ways.
I liked the way the first half of the book, starting with two completely
separate life stories, dovetailed together in the first meeting in 1985
between Marilyn and Tracy. The circumstances of that meeting
were truly remarkable! The following year they began their life’s
work of ministering together to many broken and needy people.
The second half of the book is organized around themes, for
example “The Joy of the Bible Festivals” and “God’s Transforming
Works”, instead of the usual chronological order, which made for an
interesting read, although for me the chronological order was
perhaps better. There are many inspiring stories of healing,
interspersed with humorous anecdotes, from their lives ‘on the road’
as they travelled widely, with their own dedicated support team, on
ministry tours both in the UK and overseas.
I warmly recommend this book to you, and you will not fail to be
touched and inspired by Marilyn and Tracy’s faith, love and joy in
the Lord Jesus over many years of ministering to people in need at
their concerts and healing conferences.
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I am delighted that my good
friend Loki has volunteered to
write an article this time so I can
have a snooze………

LOKI - plus Goldie & Amber - by Loki
Amber Companion Dog – for people needing confidence in their
deafness. - pet
Loki Sound Support Dog – for people with deteriorating hearing
needing help around the home - pet
Goldie – A legally registered Hearing Dog for Deaf People registered
Hi Everyone. My name is Loki. I am a gorgeous 4 yr
old black lab. I live with my Missus, Jeannie, (& Colin).
My Missus (& Colin) live on the South Coast. There's
lots of Ups here, I noted there are the same number of
Downs! There's Woods with trees & Woods without
trees called Fields, there's Sea here with oceans of
water. It moves. It’s fun to play in. When the sea goes
out for a rest the sea leaves pebbles around it. The
sea goes further out & there is sand round the sea. My Missus (not
Colin) likes to swim. After a swim with Missus I am very wet. I love
to roll in the sand & the pebbles. Missus (& Colin) laugh. I give a
BIG shake after rolling. Ready for the sea again.
Now to business. My friends, Goldie and Amber and Me -Loki were born in Buckinghamshire, to be trained by Hearing Dogs for
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the Deaf. We finished our course & all three have a Mister or
Missus now. BUT we each have different jobs to do for them.
I look up to Goldie. He is a fully trained Hearing
Dog with a maroon jacket & a certificate. Goldie
is allowed anywhere as long as he takes Missus
along. Goldie works in the home, in the street, in
shops and in service places. In return, Goldie's
Missus must let him play away off lead for an
hour every day.
I'm a Sound Support Dog, living with my Missus (&
Colin). I alert Missus to indoor sounds, just like Goldie.
Doorbell, the pesky cooker alarm; or (& Colin) calls me.
I tap Missus and lead her to the Sound. I alert to the
alarm clock (Missus (not & Colin) needs to get up for my
breakfast). I am going to learn the smoke alarm regime.
Tricky, one lays down flat to get that one right. But it
might save Missus (& Colin)'s lives. I don’t go to town, nor the
doctor’s etc. The boss man at Church allows me in. Nice music,
soothing words and special little blanket. By the way, Hearing Dogs
own me.
My friend Amber is a Confidence Companion dog.
She looks up to me because I am a Sound Support
Dog and she looks up to Goldie ‘cos Goldie is a
Hearing Dog.
Not many people know about Confidence Companion
dogs. Companion dogs are too shy to be a Hearing
dog. Also, (ssh) Amber couldn’t quite remember all the
Sounds to be a Sound dog like me. So, Amber became a wonderful
Companion pet for Mister. Mister is Hard of Hearing but only needs
a play mate, a pet and company. He owns Amber forever. Goldie & I
are owned by Hearing Dogs.
Amber looks up to us. Because Goldie and I are working dogs.
Missus (& Colin) must take me out every day for an hour. They find
a wood, field, beach or park to play in. They let me go, then I can
romp, sniff, run, play, meet other dogs. My missus (& Colin) get a bit
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noisy when I do what Labradors do - hunt for small stiff animals. But
that’s not often. A ball is almost as much fun!
Thank you for reading our stories. We hope it gives you PAWS 4
Thought. Hope we can meet one day. I'm not allowed everywhere
like my hero Goldie so we may only meet if we Zoom in.
Love LOKI
PS Missus (& Colin) says there's more to learn. If you'd like to.
Amber Companion Dog – for people needing confidence in their
deafness. - pet
Loki Sound Support Dog – for people with deteriorating hearing
needing help around the home - pet
Goldie – A legally registered Hearing Dog for Deaf People registered
To find out more Hearing dogs for the deaf have a website
www.hearingdogs.org.uk.
Hearing loss services Tel: 01844 348111
Email: applications@hearingdogs.org.uk for info.
Contact through a BSL interpreter contacting us through a BSL interpreter

.

Church magazine bloomers!

The Seniors group will have a picnic on Saturday.
Each person is asked to bring a friend, a vegetable,
and a sweet, all in a covered dish.
Sunday morning sermon: 'Jesus Walks on the Water.'
Sunday evening sermon: 'Searching for Jesus.'
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Partner with God and us
for Open Ears’ future.
If nothing else, the Covid-19 Pandemic has clearly shown us just
how much we humans need one another.
Open Ears is here for all our members!
We want to support you practically as well as spiritually, so we need
you to tell us what YOU need. Would you like more online events
similar to our first online Conference? Perhaps you are unsure
about using computers and would like some assistance in becoming
more ‘tech savvy’. Or maybe you don’t own a computer, i-pad or
similar gizmo, and would like to ‘try before you buy’.
Are you worried about going back out and meeting other people
again? Would you like support and encouragement in being able to
let others know about the effects of deafness on everyday life, and
how they can engage more meaningfully with you? Does the
thought of going back to ‘in person’ church fill you with dread as you
anticipate muddling through without fully understanding what is
happening?
There may be a hundred and one things on your ‘wish list’, and we
certainly would not be able to meet them all, but we would like to try
as much as we can, so please, let us know (contact details are on
the back page.)
Kevin, our Freelance Media and Technical advisor, has been
working with us most successfully for several months, and we are
now looking to employ a Development Worker to assist the
Committee in developing new ideas, to interact with and give
pastoral support to members as needed and, among other things, to
liaise with church groups to encourage and assist them in helping
those within their congregations who are hard of hearing.
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We are very clear that we want all to be able to access our
regular services without cost, hence no subscription fee, nor
charge for our quarterly magazine, Hearing Eye. All the Committee
members are volunteers for whom expenses are paid (in those
distant days of travelling for meetings!) But, as you will be aware,
preparing, planning and delivering the support we give, inevitably
involves some costs.
If we are to continue in the future, we will need funds. We know that
the Lord will provide for us, and that often he does that through the
generosity of his people.
Should you feel that you would like to make a donation, these are
the best ways to do so:
•

Cheque Send a cheque made payable to “Open Ears” to the
following address:
11 York Avenue, New Milton, Hampshire BH25 6BT

•

Bank Transfer (one off donation)
Set up using the following information:
Bank: HSBC
Account Name: Open Ears
Account Number: 55100550
Sort Code: 40-38-04

•

Standing Order (regular bank transfer)
Set up using the following information:
Bank: HSBC
Account Name: Open Ears
Account Number: 55100550
Sort Code: 40-38-04
Please let us know the amount you are donating, and over
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what time period, as this will enable us to plan more
effectively.
•

On-line Open Ears has an account with Stewardship’s online
giving tool give.net Visit our website and click the ‘Donate’
button.

Gift Aid Declaration
Boost your donation by 25p for every £1 you donate.
Gift Aid is reclaimed by the charity from the tax you pay for the
current tax year. Your address is needed to identify you as a current
UK taxpayer. If you are a tax payer please request a gift aid
declaration form from our Administrator.
• Legacy
After providing for your family and friends, you may wish to leave a
gift (a legacy) to Open Ears in your will. Such generous gifts have
proved key to Open Ears in the past as they account for a significant
proportion of our donations. Gifts to charities are tax-exempt, so the
maximum amount possible benefits the people who depend on our
help.

“I thank my God every time I
remember you. In all my prayers for
all of you, I always pray with joy
because of your partnership in the
gospel from the first day until now.
Being confident of this, that he who
began a good work in you will carry it
on to completion until the day of
Christ Jesus.”
Philippians 1: 3-6
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STOP PRESS
Sadly, our planned holiday and conference at
Hothorpe Hall in September has had to be cancelled
as the venue is no longer available. We hope to
arrange something in 2022, God willing.
Also, due to the coronavirus pandemic, the 20th
International Churchear Conference in Eisenach,
Germany, has been postponed for another year, to
September 2022.
Full details to be announced later.

Letter from Churchear March 2021
“… I live, you also will live.” (John 14:19)
“And the Lord will be king over all the earth. On that
day the Lord will be one and his name one.”
(Zechariah 14:9)

Dear readers,
I frequently think of all those wonderful people, whom I encountered
at our last conference in Strasbourg, looking back at our
conversations, our plans, our personal expectations. None of us
then had the faintest idea about what was going to happen within
such a short time … I know that we all are longing for human
closeness and a normal life. Thanks to God, I and my beloved ones
have, so far, been kept in good health. Scores of others, however,
like our dear Katharina Nitschke [Vice-President and Treasurer of
Churchear], have not been spared from this disease. Many have
even lost some of their beloved ones.
These are bad times for well-hearing people, and even worse for the
deaf and the hard of hearing. Katharina has tenderly described this
problem in connection with her work. And for myself, I have for
months not been able to meet with my deaf friends.
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Our passion season … Where do we stand? I do not know how it is
in other countries, but here the health service situation is chaotic. It
is estimated, that more than 50.000 people have died, many more
than those having died from Corona. No virus is responsible for this,
but rather a lack of normal medical assistance. A few days ago, we
learned that planned operations had been cancelled last year – due
to the pandemic.
Many people suffer deeply and feel severely lonely. We have,
during these abnormal months, seen how fragile life itself is.
The passion tide of this year slowly goes towards its end. Can we
still have faith in God’s Word? What purpose do these terrible
months have? Perhaps we should regard eternal life higher and
think of the final victory of Jesus?
We ought to look for the answer in God’s word. People will present
us different solutions. When we believe, we have the privilege to
see everything happening in the light of Easter. The resurrected
Jesus brings hope.
This Jesus suffered for you and for me. We know how he cried: “Eli,
Eli, lema sabachtani?” This, however, was not the end, because he
had promised us: … I live, you also will live. Please, let us keep this
truth before our eyes through these difficult months.
Oscar Wilde once said: “At the end everything will be fine; if it is not
fine, it is still not the end.”
With heartfelt Easter greetings and best wishes for the celebration
of the resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ,
Your deacon Barbara Adamus
The Pastoral Care among Hard of Hearing, Evangelical
Augsburgian Church in Poland
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Trialing a mask
https://mysmilemask.co.uk/
Open Ears was invited to trial this new mask.
As we are all having to wear masks at various
times, it seemed a good opportunity to see if
this particualr design would be truly
beneficial to those with a hearing loss.
Smile Mask was developed by a team of passionate individuals who
early on in the pandemic spotted a problem with traditional face masks
for people who rely on facial expression and lip reading to
communicate. The team, based in Kerala a part of India famous for its
highly regarded Nursing expertise, set to work to develop a mask that
not only allowed the wearer to have their lips and smile visible but also
fit comfortably, cover the key areas of the face and most importantly
not fog up or touch the clear window when speaking.
The sales information states: ‘Smile Mask helps deaf people, more
importantly, their parents, teachers, friends and others to
communicate easily’ and ‘The Smile Mask allows us to see each
other’s entire face and facial expressions, and clear visibility of the
mouth for lip readers.

We found that the mask caused quite a stir! People commented on
it and were curious about it, so it provided good opportunities to
raise deaf awareness and the needs of those with hearing loss.
The speaker who wore the mask found it felt quite bulky, but not
uncomfortable. When wearing for a short while, the mask stayed
clear but during a longer hospital consultation it did fog up and
become more difficult for both wearer and viewer.
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Our deafened person also uses some sign alongside lip reading,
and found these to work well together with the mask, whereas lip
reading on its own was more tricky.
Over all, this mask works (even better if the wearer doesn’t need to
breathe!) It does need ‘treating’ between uses, but this is easily
done with a mild shampoo, or even toothpaste!
The mask is washable and would appear to be durable (time will
tell!) It is available in different colours and retails at around £9.

Do you have any stories of how
‘the new norm’
is affecting you?
Do you have any tips to help others?
We love to hear from you, our members, so
please do contact us via email or post, contact
details are on the back cover.

.
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Blessed and holy God, ever merciful and forgiving,
may we turn from what is evil and do what is good in
your sight, for you have saved us by the cross of your
Son, our Saviour Jesus Christ.

1
2
3
4
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Thank Jesus for dying for you.
Pray for a friend who needs to meet
Jesus.
Pray for your local food banks.
Pray for Open Ears commmittee as
they pray about appointing a new
Chairperson later in the year.
Pray for Christian Conference centres
which have been affected by Covid.
Pray for your local hospital.
Pray for the work of Christians Against
Poverty and other such organisations.
Give God thanks for the scientists and
medics working to combat Covid.
Pray for those nations currently
overwhelmed by the pandemic.
Pray for Christian Youth workers.
Pray for the planning, preparation and
presentation of the Open Ears on line
conference on May 28
Thank God that He loves you.
Pray for your church leaders.
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Thank God for the beauty of Spring.
Pray for your neighbours.
Pray for your local businesses.
Pray for your local council workers.
Thank God for your dustbin collectors.
Pray for care homes in your area.
Thank God for the NHS and pray for all
who work within it.
Ask God to help you share the good
news of Jesus with someone today.
Pray for someone who you know is
struggling.
Pray for discernment for the Open
Ears Committee for the future.
Thank God for our religious freedom.
Pray for persecuted Christians.
Pray for churches as they get back to
in person services and maintain online
contact with people.
Pray for all who are anxious.
Pray for yourself.
Pray for the Lord’s continuing
provision to sustain the ministry of
Open Ears.
Praise the Lord for all his mercies.
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Mission Statement – Open Ears.
Open Ears is a non-denominational Christian charity
(Registered Charity 1181896) for people who have various
degrees of impaired hearing, mainly (but not exclusively)
those who communicate orally, assisted by hearing aids or
cochlear implants and lip-reading. It aims to provide
accessible fellowship, Bible teaching, prayer support and
pastoral care, to produce informative literature and a
quarterly magazine called Hearing Eye. We may also give a
proportion of our donated income to specified Christian
charities and other organisations involved in supporting
people with hearing loss.

Hearing Eye is published by Open Ears
(formerly the Hard of Hearing Christian Fellowship)

Open Ears is led by a Committee formed of Trustees and
Committee Members who meet together quarterly.
Marylin Kilsby : Chairperson;
Christine Pitts : Administrator
Julia Chapman : Treasurer.
All correspondence and enquiries should be addressed
to the Administrator at:
Open Ears, 11 York Avenue, New Milton, BH25 6BT.
Tel: (New No): 07396 236214 - voice or text
Email: openearsministry@hotmail.com
www.openears.org.uk
_________________________________________
Hearing Eye is printed by Smith & Son, Printers of New Milton
Email: office@smithprinters.co.uk
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